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WABU RESTAURANT is a unique venue located in the heart
of Warsaw. The restaurant is located on the ground floor of the
Warsaw Spire tower, surrounded by the contemporary urban
space of European Square.
WABU’S MENU features unique sushi compositions as well as
Japanese Izakaya style dishes with a modern twist. In the
Japanese tradition of Izakaya, food is served in the form of
tapas. The idea of Izakaya is to share the dishes among a group
of friends. At WABU, specialty fish, signature dishes and expert
techniques are combined to bring you the taste of the Far East.
Prepared with a touch of sophistication and contemporary accents our food will please even the most
discriminating palate. Our group offer includes: SERVED MENU, BUFFET MENU, FINGER FOOD MENU,
CONFERENCE MENU AND HOLIDAY MENU.
At WABU EVENTS you are guaranteed the services of trained and dedicated staff and the promise of
an unforgettable atmosphere. We will take care of the organization of your event in its entirety, from
selecting the appropriate menu, through arranging of the space and to ensuring all technical requirements
are met (sound, lighting, projectors) and providing the entertainment of your choice (DJ, live music,
animators). We organize corporate dinners and integration events, business meetings and cocktail
parties, conferences, holiday dinners as well as private get-togethers.
By introducing and popularizing the latest world culinary trends on the Polish market the
restaurant was awarded first place in the category “Best Sushi-Best of Warsaw 2015” by
the prestigious Warsaw Insider magazine.
WABU INTERIORS which have been designed by the world-renowned interior decorator
Robert Majkut exude warmth and elegance and each detail adds to the unique character of the space. In
2016 the restaurant was awarded first place in the category “Best Design-Best of Warsaw 2016 ”.
THE RESTAURANT comprises two dining areas connected with a long bar section which seats 12 people.
There are 110 seating places available in total, and there is standing room for up to 140 people for cocktail
parties. It is possible to book only one of the two dining areas without the necessity of booking the whole
restaurant. For a sit-down dinner it is possible to book one space for 40 or 56 guests.

Additional attractions:
SUSHI MAKING WORKSHOP
A unique idea for corporate integration events. Our
experienced sushi masters will share the secrets of sushi
making and even provide tips on how to cook perfect rice!
This is guaranteed to be fun for all!
WINE TASTING AND SPIRITS TASTING
We offer wine tasting and fine spirits tasting as well as
workshops on wines and fine spirits. We work with the finest
specialists who will conduct a wine tasting session in an
accessible manner making it a fun and enjoyable experience
for all.
WAR FUN DANCE
Combines the energy and precision of martial arts, the
harmony and rhythm of Tai Chi and the agility of modern
dance. The war fan is a secret weapon of the women of the
Far East. This unique show will be the highlight of any event.
DJ, LIVE BANDS, ANIMATORS
We can organize a party that features a dance floor and a
great DJ behind a console, live music and other entertainment depending on the character of the event.
We offer CATERING SERVICES within the Warsaw area for groups of 30 to 200 people. We provide a wellbalanced menu, serving equipment and professional wait staff. We will take care of the complete planning and
execution of your event.
If you would like to see the restaurant in person and enquire about our offer please do not hesitate to contact me
and we can set up a meeting at a time convenient for you.
We hope to hear from you soon!
Kvachuk Viktoryia
Event Manager
Mobile: +48 784-435-540
vkvachuk@wabu.pl
www.wabu.pl

